PUBLIC SYMPOSIUM before Stanford
New Research on Historic Campus Connections

21 October 2016
12:45–3 PM
+ Exhibits Open House
3–5 PM
+ Refreshments

Stanford Archaeology Center
488 Escondido Mall
Bldg 500
Seminar Room

topics & speakers

Six-thousand Years of History: An Introduction to Ohlone Presence in the South Bay
Fanya Becks, PhD Candidate, Stanford University

California Mission Archaeology in the Age of Saint Serra
Lee Panich, Assistant Professor, Santa Clara University

Listening to Silence, Seeing Absence: The Challenge of Reconstructing Chinese Railroad Workers’ Lives
Shelley Fisher Fishkin, Professor, Stanford University

The Chinese Employees who Made Stanford, from the Arboretum to Alvarado Row
Christopher Lowman, PhD Candidate, University of California Berkeley

for details on topics, speakers, & schedule see: